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Hovedafsnit består af:

 P = point A + B + C

 E = examples (fra kilder)

 E = explanations



PEE
Eksempel 1

 Point/claim: Green

 Example/quotation - text example(s): Yellow

 Explanation: Turquoise

Throughout the text it becomes clear that Mr. Kipling is not a person but a 
brand, and that the protagonist refuses to believe so: “I write to him almost 
daily now, telling him of the small travails of my small life, and he replies under 
a pseudonym, politely denying that he exists. He is so kind…” (pp 27, lines 6-7) 
Here it is shown that not only is Mr. Kipling the product of an advertising 
agency, but our protagonist seems to deny this. We can also see that Mr. 
Kipling has, in fact, never has been in the same room with the protagonist: 
“Mr. Kipling is with me in spirit. I always poor him a cup and put a little treat on 
his plate” (pp 28, line 10). This fact that the two have never actually been in 
the same room further supports the notion that Mr. Kipling is indeed not a 
real person, but rather a brand.



PEE
Eksempel 2

 Point/claim: Green

 Elaboration of claim: Purple

 Example/quotation - text example(s): Yellow

 Explanation: Turquoise

The characters personalities do not develop. Kate continues to 
manipulate her little sister Ellen, and she continues to believe her big 
sister and fall for it every time: ‘’If you left your rabbit out, all the others 
would mob him […] ‘Oh Kate, I wish I hadn’t given you my rabbit!’...’’ (page 
34, line 35) Here Kate manipulates her sister into switching rabbits with 
her for the second time. The fact that the same incident keeps repeating 
over and over again throughout the story shows that the characters do 
not learn from their experience, and as such, do not develop.



PEE
Eksempel 3

Main point A

 Donald Trump is not fit to be President 
because he lies too often

Example

 When President Trump Tweeted that Hurricane Dorian was heading 
for Alabama, no wheather forecast could support this. To back his 
statement, Trump’s administration chose to add a curve drawn by 
hand to an offical forecast.

Explanation

 A leader of a democracy is chosen by its people. Therefore, the people 
should be able to trust in what the leader says. Otherwise it could 
damage people’s faith in democracy as we know it.

Fra yderligere explanation…

 The example just goes to show that President Trump will go to 
extremes to maintain a straight face instead of admitting when he is 
wrong. This is a serious threat to the democracy of the free world. 
….til subpoint 2a
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